FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 22 March 2018

Wiese Rail Services Expands Trackmobile® LLC Territory

Blended Distributor Service and Support throughout the Central United States

LaGrange, GA: Trackmobile® LLC, the nation’s leading producer of mobile railcar movers, is pleased to announce several territory changes designed to strengthen relationships and enhance service with customers across the Central portion of the United States. After carefully reviewing customer density and dealer capabilities, Trackmobile has adjusted territory coverage for customers previously managed and serviced by Power-Serv, Inc.

As of March 1, 2018, Wiese Rail Services (in association with Wiese USA) acquired Power-Serv, Inc. The states of Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah, as well as western Missouri, northeastern Nevada and southern Idaho will now be managed by Wiese Rail Services (headquartered in Kansas City, Missouri)

The remaining territory formerly managed by Power-Serv will be supported by existing, authorized Trackmobile distributors as outlined below:

- Herc-U-Lift, providing coverage to eastern Montana
- Papé Material Handling, supporting customers in central and western Montana, northern Idaho, northwest Nevada, and Alaska
- Yale Chase, servicing customers in southern Nevada

Wiese USA is one the nation’s largest material handling dealers and has 31 branches nationally. “They have been a model distributor for Trackmobile since our partnership began nearly 70 years ago and have grown to be one of the largest Trackmobile partners in the world”, stated Ralph Przybyszewski, Trackmobile President.

We are confident that Wiese Rail Services, Herc-U-Lift, Papé, and Yale Chase will continue to develop these markets and ensure that our customers experience the consistent quality and customer service they expect when purchasing a Trackmobile.

The Trackmobile distributor network’s capabilities include:

- New and used Trackmobile railcar mover equipment.
- Service and parts capabilities for all makes and models of railcar movers.
- Railcar mover rental units for all applications and environments
- Safety and operations training for your railcar movers.

Please do not hesitate to call your local distributor with any questions each can be found online at www.trackmobile.com/distributors.

About Trackmobile® LLC – Trackmobile, a Marmon/Berkshire Hathaway company, is the leading manufacturer of bi-modal railcar movers, with more than 11,000 sold globally. The LaGrange, Ga.-based Company created the railcar movement category in 1948 as a solution to specific customer needs in railcar switching. Trackmobile focuses on setting the standard for railcar movement equipment that is efficient, cost effective, safe, and easy to operate. While highly customizable for unique customer applications, Trackmobiles provide the best value with the lowest operational lifetime cost in the industry. For more information, visit www.trackmobile.com.
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